2017 Doot Diddly Donger!
Round 3 - Tossups
Written by Joe Ham and JP Park
#1: (A) This ability has a cooldown of 2 seconds, but a much longer cooldown when trying to
activate in the same area. This dash-based ability’s speed is dependent on the user’s movement
speed. It is one of three terrain targeted dashes, one of which is Nautilus’s Dredge Line. This ability
was incorporated in one of the most recent large scale reworks to a champion. For 10 points, name this
ability, the E ability of Talon that allows him to parkour over walls.
ANSWER: Assassin’s Path (do not accept “parkour,” prompt on Talon E before mentioned)
#2: (C) This champion has the most unique laugh emotes out of any champion, with six. This
champion also has the ability with the longest basic ability stun duration in the game, with a 2.5
second stun at max rank. This champion is one of the few that can theoretically infinitely stack on a
stat if given infinite time. This champion’s ultimate ability has one of the highest base damages in the
game, and deals damage based on the target’s missing health. For 10 points, name this tiny master of evil.
ANSWER: Veigar
#3: (O) Although these objects do not have any armor or magic resistance, they take only 85%
damage from champions. Damage to these objects are calculated by adding either your bonus
attack damage or 40% of your ability power to your base attack damage, whichever is higher.
Despite being a significant objective, no one can teleport to this object. This object can be
respawned 5 minutes after it is destroyed. For 10 points, name this object, which is announced to be
respawning 15 seconds before it actually does.
ANSWER: inhibitors
#4: (E ) Originally a GunZ: The Duel player, this player moved to League of Legends in early
Season 1. This player had very little competitive experience before being picked in Season 3 up as a
sub for Curse Academy to play in an NESL match. Eventually this player was moved to the main
roster, competing in the MOBAFire Challenger Series as their support. After this player left Curse
Academy, this player joined Renegades as a substitute in the 2015 NA LCS Spring Split. For 10 points,
name this first female professional league of legends player.
ANSWER: Sakuya (also accept Remilia).
#5: (C) This champion’s goal is to absorb all knowledge. This champion is one of four ranged
champions who do not use projectiles when they use basic attacks. This champion’s attack damage
growth is 3.14159 and this champion’s taunt is Schrodinger’s equation. Following this
mathematical theme, this champion uses trigonometry to land one of his skillshots. For 10 points, name
this voidborn champion who uses his passive Organic Deconstruction to deal true damage to enemies.
ANSWER: Vel’koz

#6: (O) These objects have their own quotes when interacted by champions. They have unique
quotes when interacted by champions whose lore comes from the Shadow Isles, such as Hecarim
and Mordekaiser. When interacting with one of these objects, the champion is visible to the enemy
team. Once captured, they provide a buff to the entire team of the champion who captured it. For 10
points, name these unique areas found only on the Twisted Treeline map that take 8 seconds to capture
when done by one champion.
ANSWER: altars
#7: (E) In Season 5, this player joined Samsung Galaxy along with CuVee, Eve, Fury, and Wraith
following the change to per organization in the LCK. In solo queue, this player uses his real name:
JongWon Park as his IGN and is known for his Fizz. After his disappointing performance in the
2015 LCK Regular Season, this player left Samsung and joined Apex gaming, where he led the team
to victory in the North American Challenger Series playoffs, securing a spot in the LCS for the team in
Season 6. For 10 points, name this current assistant coach for Apex gaming.
ANSWER: BlisS
#8: (I) In patch 1.0.0.152, this item was replaced by Ionic Spark and was removed along with the
dodge mechanic of the game. A few patches later, this item was reintroduced with a decrease of
15% in attack speed, while gaining a unique passive and a unique active. This item was removed
from the Summoner’s Rift in patch 4.20 and was entirely removed from the game in 4.21. For 10
points, name this item that guaranteed a critical strike for the next 3 auto attacks when activated, gaining
popularity due to BoxBox’s claim that it is the “best item to have come into existence”.
ANSWER: Sword of the Divine
#9: (M) This phrase originated in a 41 second long Youtube video that was published on January
20, 2014. In this video, GodBro, a former player for the Copenhagen Wolves was playing Nidalee.
When an enemy Xerath came to gank GodBro in the top lane, he was able to dodge all of his
abilities, prompting the Xerath to say this phrase. After saying this phrase, the Xerath flashed into
GodBro’s Nidalee spear, which did enough damage to kill him. For 10 points, name this phrase by
XPeke that is usually said when a player cannot hit any skillshot abilities.
ANSWER: She’s Too Tanky
#10: (C) This champion’s innate ability is also the name of a famous Marvel superhero, but is
actually a reference to a heavy metal song, as are all of his abilities. This champion’s W ability
allows him to target a minion or champion who gains movement speed when walking towards this
champion. This champion’s ultimate ability has the longest damage over time in the game, at 10
seconds, and can directly affect the Dragon. For 10 points, name this champion whose Q ability allows
him to deal exponentially more damage with his autoattacks.
ANSWER: Mordekaiser

#11: (E) This player is also known as Translogic on the solo queue ladder. During the 2015
Midseason Invitational, this player was praised by many for his Cassiopeia play, considered by
many to be better than another phenomenal mid laner on his team. Although not receiving much
playing time during the 2015 World Championships, this player was able to display his mastery on
Azir against Origen in the quarterfinal round. For 10 points, name this former mid laner for SK Telecom,
who left for Vici Gaming in 2015.
ANSWER: Easyhoon
#12: (M) Morello, a Riot employee, is credited for the creation of this phrase as he continuously
made negative changes to this namesake champion’s kit and stats in the early stages of the game
franchise, making the champion very weak. While this is not the case anymore, many people
adopted a new use for this expression, and is said when they are out of all ideas and have no idea
how to fix a situation and they end up hitting the same nail over and over again until it is dead. For 10
points, name this expression where The Will of the Blades should be nerfed to fix any problem.
ANSWER: better nerf Irelia (prompt on partial answers)
#13: (C) This champion’s kit is often compared to Garen’s due to the many similarities that can be
found. This champion, like Garen, has a defensive passive ability, a Q ability that empowers a basic
attack, and a “spin-to-win” ability at the crux of their kit. The “spin-to-win” ability of this
champion also happens to be have the largest AD scaling ratio in the entire game. For 10 points, name
this champion inspired by the Chinese novel Journey to the West, the king of monkeys.
ANSWER: Wukong
#14: (E) This competitive League of Legends team’s former players include U, Ray, Sundae and
Fireloli. This organization purchased LMQ’s LPL spot before the Season 4 Spring Split after LMQ
decided to partake in the North American LCS. Despite winning both Spring and Summer playoffs
of the LPL, this team failed to perform well in the Season 4 World Championships, losing to its
rival Star Horn Royal Club in the quarterfinals. For 10 points, name this LPL team who recently lost
Pawn and Deft to KT Rolster in preseason 7.
ANSWER: EDward Gaming (accept E
 DG)
#15: (O) In this League season, the final mastery in the Utility tree was called Mastermind. Xerath
was released on the first patch of this season. 12 teams participated in this season’s world
championships, and the three teams that represented North America were TSM, CLG, and
Dignitas. IEM Season 6 was held during this League season in Hanover, and the Moscow Five won.
Victorious Janna was given to players ranking Gold or higher in, for 10 points, this season that was
between season one and season three.
ANSWER: season two

#16: (C) This champion is the only champion that is classified as primarily as a marksman but has
recommended items that provide AP rather than AD. This champion’s newest skin is voiced by a
different person than the original voice because that person no longer works for Riot. This
champion is often permabanned in Hide and Seek. This champion is officially the smallest champion
in the game, leading to a unit of distance being named after him.  For 10 points, name this champion with
the nickname “Satan”.
ANSWER: Teemo
#17: (I) This item was originally removed in patch 4.21 because it was rarely purchased, as it gave
mediocre stats and could not build into anything useful. However, it was recently re-added into the
game in patch 5.22, albeit with different stats such as 15 attack damage and now as a component of
Mortal Reminder’s item recipe, therefore giving this item a better niche. For 10 points, name this item
that inflicts grievous wounds on an enemy champions for 3 seconds.
ANSWER: Executioner’s Calling
#18: (A) This ability provides the largest movement speed multiplier in the game at level 1. This
ability also provides bonus armor and magic resistance to the user and ghosts him. This ability
restores 40 energy when it hits an enemy. Over the duration of this ability, this champion cannot
use any autoattacks. Enemies hit by this ability receive a Mark of the Storm. For 10 points, name this
E ability of Kennen.
ANSWER: Lightning Rush (prompt on Kennen E before mentioned)
#19: (C) According to lore, Azir saved this champion’s life, but she wants nothing to do with him.
As one of the first champions to ever be designed, she was also the first champion with a rating of
10 in ability power, although now she is rated a 1. It was planned that this champion would receive
in SKT skin celebrating their victory at the Season 5 World Championships, but SKT Bang
requested last minute that the skin be made for Kalista instead. For 10 points, name this champion who
says “Heads up!” as she throws her signature boomerang.
ANSWER: Sivir
#20: (O) Players who played this special mode had been able to purchase a package called a rune
starter kit. However, this has been removed. This special mode of League of Legends is available
only to NA, EU West, and EU Nordic East players in good standing. The servers for this specific
mode of League are still located in Los Angeles. All players are given practically unlimited RP and
IP in this specific client. For 10 points, name this special game client that Riot Games uses to test new
features before releasing it to the public.
ANSWER: public beta environment (accept P
 BE)

#21: (C) This champion has the slowest auto-attack animation of any champion. This champion’s
name is Greek for “sailor” and is also a reference to Jules Verne’s Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea. This champion is often considered the second largest in the game, after Malphite.
This champion’s W ability is the highest scaling and longest lasting active shield ability in the game,
providing a 17% of maximum health shield for 10 seconds at level 5. For 10 points, name this deep-sea
diver champion.
ANSWER: Nautilus
#22: (E) This player once reported on his twitch stream that his height is 170cm. Elise is this
player’s most played champion in the professional scene with a 86.2% winrate over 29 games. He
made his first debut on December 2014 as a substitute jungler for Najin e-mFire. Starting from
Season 6, this player replaced Hojin as the starting jungler for the ROX Tigers. For 10 points, name
this current jungler for SK Telecom T1, whose name is Wang Ho Yoon.
ANSWER: Peanut
#23: (A) The first part of this ability is the only ability that directly debuffs every single enemy
champion, regardless of range. The second part of this ability is more standard, as it allows the user
to simply dash to an enemy unit and deal damage. However, the range for the dash is one of the
largest in the game. The champion with this ability says a single word that can be heard by all allies
and enemies as he activates this ability; that word is “darkness”. For 10 points, name this ultimate
ability of Nocturne.
ANSWER: Paranoia (prompt on Nocturne R or Nocturne ult before mentioned)
#24: (I) This item is the most expensive item that is refunded for 40% rather than 70% to the store.
The other items that sell for 40% include Doran’s items, consumables, and gold income items. This
item has the longest unique passive cooldown of any item in the game, which strangely does not activate
at all when the player is in the enemy fountain. For 10 points, name this item which revives the player
upon death and heals them for the greater value between 700 health and 30% of their max health.
ANSWER: Guardian Angel (prompt on G.A.)

2017 Cuckerino!
Round 3 - Bonuses
Written by Joe Ham and JP Park
#1: (O) Being OOM sucks. For 10 points each, name the following unique secondary bars of champions
who do not use mana to cast spells.
[10] This secondary bar is generated when the champion casts their Q ability. When this bar is at 2 stacks,
the champion gains a buff that doubles the damage and heal of their Q ability.
ANSWER: Bloodthirst (do not accept or prompt on “blood”)
[10] This secondary bar is increased when the champion uses any of their basic abilities. When this bar is
between 50 to 95 stacks, each of the champion’s basic abilities gets a bonus effect, but when it reaches
100, they are silenced.
ANSWER: Heat
[10] This secondary bar is the newest one to League, used by a champion to summon their mount, which
increases their maximum health and changes their basic abilities.
ANSWER: Courage
#2: (A) If you don’t even know much about Yorick today, how much do you know about old Yorick?
Name Yorick’s omens before he was reworked for 10 points each.
[10] Yorick’s first omen, his Q ability, is very similar to his current Q ability, giving him an empowered
auto attack.
ANSWER: Omen of War
[10] Yorick’s third omen, his E ability, dealt magic damage to an enemy champion and healed Yorick.
ANSWER: Omen of Famine
[10] Yorick’s final omen, his ultimate ability, conjured a mirror image of his target that would sacrifice
itself if the target died.
ANSWER: Omen of Death
NOTE TO MODERATOR: Try to actually count 10 seconds as accurately as possible.
#3: (C) For 10 points each, name the three champions whose name starts with F. You get 10 seconds.
[30] Fiddlesticks, Fiora, Fizz (10 points for each answer)
#4: (I) For 10 points each, name the following consumable items that can only be purchased after level 9.
[10] This consumable grants +50 ability power, 15 bonus mana regen for 3 minutes.
ANSWER: Elixir of Sorcery
[10] This consumable grants +30 attack damage and Bloodlust for 3 minutes.
ANSWER: Elixir of Wrath
[10] This consumable grants +300 Health, 25% Tenacity, increased champion size for 3 minutes.
ANSWER: Elixir of Iron

#5: (E) For 10 points each, name these casual exhibition matches that were played by famous figures in
the professional League of Legends scene.
[10] This match was played on July 31, 2015, where teams International Kraken Society and Gangster
Against Nice Kids played in a game mode that originated in the Burning Tides lore event.
ANSWER: Black Market Brawlers Showmatch
[10] This match was played on April 1, 2015 where teams YOLO and SWAG battled for their honor in
the most “grandest and elegant match of all time”
ANSWER: Urfitational
[10] This match was played on April 1, 2016 where casters from the NA and EU LCS played in a game
mode that features the head of The Glorious Executioner for all champions in the game.
ANSWER: League of Draven Caster Showdown
#6: (O) Name the following timing mechanics for Dragon for 10 points each.
[10] The number of minutes it takes for Elemental Dragons to spawn and respawn.
ANSWER: six minutes
[10] The time in the game when the first Elder Dragon spawns.
ANSWER: thirty-five minutes
[10] The number of minutes it takes for the Elder Dragon to respawn.
ANSWER: ten minutes
#7: (I) For 10 points each, name the following items unique to Viktor, the Machine Herald.
[10] Viktor starts off the game with this item, which grants 1 to 18 ability power based on level and
10-180 mana based on level.
ANSWER: Prototype Hex Core (prompt on Hex Core)
[10] This is the second upgrade to the Prototype Hex Core which grants 6 to 108 ability power based on
level and 20-360 mana based on level and grants Viktor a second upgrade to his abilities.
ANSWER: Hex Core Mk-2 (prompt on H
 ex Core)
[10] This final upgrade to the Prototype Hex Core grants 10 to 180 ability power based on level and
25-450 mana based per level and allows Viktor to fully upgrade his skills.
ANSWER: Perfect Hex Core (prompt on Hex Core)
#8: (E) Sometimes, the law can cuck you. For 10 points, name the following players had their eligibility
to play in the professional scene affected due to the law.
[10] This player could not play for many weeks during the Season 6 EU LCS Spring Split due to
receiving an enlistment order from the military.
ANSWER: Forg1ven
[10] This player from H2K also could not play for many weeks during the Season 6 EU LCS Spring Split
due to a visa issue.
ANSWER: Ryu
[10] Huhi almost had to replace this player in the jungle position for the Season 5 World Championships
in Europe due to a visa issue.
ANSWER: Xmithie

#9: (C) AP Riven OP! For 10 points, name the following champions who have no AP scaling.
[10] This bruiser champion, along with his marksman brother, are the only related champions to have
been released back to back.
ANSWER: Darius
[10] This champion actually deals magic damage with hew W ability, despite having no AP scaling.
ANSWER: Kalista
[10] This champion is the newest of the champions with no AP scaling. According to his lore, he is
enemies with every single champion in League of Legends.
ANSWER: Kled
#10: (O) Answer the following about special passives in League of Legends that have a minimal impact
on the game.
[10] If there are multiple champions of this type on the same team, every one of these champions lose 1
maximum health for each champion beyond themselves.
ANSWER: ninjas
[10] Zyra and Sion have a special interaction which is a reference to this other popular video game.
ANSWER: Plants vs. Zombies
[10] Volibear has an odd rivalry with this champion, and gains 11 extra gold if he scores a kill on this
champion.
ANSWER: Zilean
#11: (O) For 10 points each, name the following fictional regions in the lore of League of Legends.
[10] This is the fictional world where all of League of Legends takes place.
ANSWER: Runeterra
[10] This is the largest continent of Runeterra.
ANSWER: Valoran
[10] This region is considered the most powerful of all regions and rivals Noxus.
ANSWER: Demacia
#12: (E) For 10 points each, name these professional player turned streamers.
[10] This former AD Carry for TSM vowed to return after a split-long break for the 2017 NA LCS
Summer Split.
ANSWER: Doublelift
[10] This former mid laner for Team Dignitas mainly streams on Twitch now, while occasionally coming
on the analyst desk throughout the weeks.
ANSWER: Scarra
[10] This former player is famous on Twitch for having finished the Season 6 ranked season at first place
in the North American server.
ANSWER: Arcsecond

#13: (I) Name these unique passives of basic gold income items for 10 points each.
[10] Name the passive of Ancient Coin.
ANSWER: Favor
[10] Name the passive of Relic Shield.
ANSWER: Spoils of War
[10] Name the passive of Spellthief’s Edge.
ANSWER: Tribute
#14: (C) Name the champion counterparts to the skin Wild Card Shaco for 10 points each.
[10] Name the champion who has the skin King of Clubs.
ANSWER: Mordekaiser
[10] Name the champion who has the skin Queen of Diamonds.
ANSWER: Syndra
[10] Name the champion who has the skin Jack of Hearts.
ANSWER: Twisted Fate
#15: (A) Name these abilities with temporarily multiple charges for 10 points each.
[10] This ability is completely reset by kills.
ANSWER: Noxian Guillotine (prompt on Darius R or Darius ultimate)
[10] This ability has five charges per cast at max level.
ANSWER: Rite of the Arcane (prompt on Xerath R or Xerath ultimate)
[10] Only the third and final charge of this ability can be used to jump over walls.
ANSWER: Broken Wings (prompt on Riven Q)
#16: (M) Name these dank twitch emotes for 10 points each.
[10] Twitch users use this emote to convey sarcasm. This is also the 10th letter of the Greek Alphabet.
ANSWER: Kappa
[10] This twitch emote became incredibly popular after a marathon stream of this famous painter who has
an irresistible afro.
ANSWER: Bob Ross
[10] This emote represents sadness and portrays a character with tears coming out of their eyes.
ANSWER: Bible Thump
#17: (C) Name these ranged champions who seem barely even ranged for 10 points each.
[10] This champion has the shortest range of any ranged champion at level 1, but the range increases
every level. This champion also has a melee form.
ANSWER: Gnar
[10] This short ranged champion has unique auto-attacks whose projectiles only hit the first enemy hit.
ANSWER: Graves
[10] This champion is frequently found at the bottom of pick rate charts and has the same auto attack
range as Graves.
ANSWER: Urgot

#18: (O) You get 10 seconds for each part of this bonus. Give the number of turrets per team on each of
the following maps for 10 points each.
[10] The number of turrets per team on Summoner’s Rift
ANSWER: eleven
[10] The number of turrets per team on Twisted Treeline
ANSWER: seven
[10] The number of turrets per team on Howling Abyss
ANSWER: four
#19: (E) Name these LCS Coaches of the Split for 10 points.
[10] This coach for TSM won the award in the 2016 Summer NA LCS. He was formerly an analyst.
ANSWER: Parth
[10] This coach for Splyce won the award in the 2016 Summer EU LCS. He is known for his sexy accent.
ANSWER: Yamato Cannon
[10] Coming in third place in voting for the same award in the NA LCS, this coach for CLG led the team
to cup title in 2 LCS splits.
ANSWER: Zikslol
#20: (O) For 10 points each, name these pets of champions.
[10] Name Malzahar’s pets.
ANSWER: voidlings
[10] Name Yorick’s smaller pets.
ANSWER: mist walkers
[10] Name either of Zyra’s pets.
ANSWER: thorn spitter or vine lasher (accept either of the underlined parts)
#21: (C) Name the following champions who often heal more damage than they deal.
[10] Despite being nicknamed the League’s Premier Healer, this champion actually has the second highest
average healing per game.
ANSWER: Soraka
[10] The true crown belongs to this champion for having the highest average healing per game.
ANSWER: Zac
[10] This champion heals so much that Faker bans him in every game that he plays in North America.
ANSWER: Aatrox

#22: (I) You can’t buy unless you have gold! For 10 points each, name these items that are above 3000
gold.
[10] This item has 3 components and has a combine cost of 333.
ANSWER: Trinity Force
[10] This item’s unique passive allows a player to overheal and use excess health as a shield that slowly
decays over time.
ANSWER: Bloodthirster
[10] This tiamat item has a unique passive name Crescent, and only does AOE damage in a certain
direction per melee attack.
ANSWER: Titanic Hydra
#23: (O) Name the form of crowd control that is applied by the given abilities for 10 points each.
[10] Maokai’s Twisted Advance
ANSWER: root or snare
[10] Leona’s Shield of Daybreak
ANSWER: stun
[10] Graves’s Smoke Screen
ANSWER: nearsight (accept word forms)
#24: (A) For 10 points each, name these items and spells that can only be used on Howling Abyss.
[10] This pair of summoner spells work similarly as Lee Sin’s Q abilities Sonic Wave and Resonating
Strike. Name both.
ANSWER: Mark and Dash (both are needed for answer)
[10] Trinkets are replaced by this item that is fed to small furry creatures to make them increase in size.
ANSWER: Poro-Snax
[10] This item can be found by searching for Golden Bicep of Kobe, which references to a time where
Kobe did not recognize this item and called it a golden bicep during an ARAM showmatch.
ANSWER: Guardian’s Horn

